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The aim of the SEMAINE project is to draw together the current research on non-verbal signs and to produce a system that capitalises on them to achieve genuinely sustained, emotionally coloured interactions between a person and a machine. To do that, it develops an idea which was introduced in the FP5 project ERMIS and
pursued in HUMAINE. The idea is to build a 'Sensitive Artificial Listener', or SAL for short, which interacts with human beings in a shallow but emotion-rich way, using interactions observed in chat shows and at parties as a model. The verbal capabilities of such a system are very limited and superficial, similar to 'chatbots' from ELIZA on. Like them, it uses rules to respond to what a listener says without understanding the content in any depth. Unlike chatbots, however, a SAL system has sophisticated, robust, real-time multi-modal interaction capabilities – in an ongoing interaction, it detects the emotional colouring communicated by the user, and adapts its responses to that. In SAL, the system's responses are themselves emotionally loaded, and are chosen to propel the user towards an emotional state that the system currently 'wants' the user to be in.
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